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Measurement of magnetic cavitation driven by heat flow in a plasma1
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We describe the direct measurement of the expulsion of a magnetic field from a plasma driven by
heat flow. Using a laser to heat a column of gas within an applied magnetic field, we isolate Nernst
advection and show how it changes the field over a nanosecond timescale. Reconstruction of the
magnetic field map from proton radiographs demonstrates that the field is advected by heat flow
in advance of the plasma expansion with a velocity vN = (6 ± 2) × 105 m/s. Kinetic and extended
magnetohydrodynamic simulations agree well in this regime due to the build-up of a magnetic
transport barrier.

In extreme pressures and temperature gradients, heat11

flow and magnetic fields are strongly coupled, but al-12

though theoretical work shows that strong heat flows13

can cause significant changes in the magnetic field [1–14

3], it has long proven difficult to measure these changes15

experimentally. A particular challenge in magnetised16

plasma experiments is Nernst-driven magnetic cavita-17

tion, in which heat flow causes expulsion of the magnetic18

field from the hottest regions of a plasma. This reduces19

the effectiveness of magnetised fusion techniques [4, 5],20

where strong magnetic fields are employed to confine the21

heat inside the plasma and increase yield [6–9].22

The Nernst effect is familiar in semiconductors and has23

been measured in semi-metals and even superconductors24

[10]. In all of these cases, mobile charge carriers in a25

temperature gradient are deflected by a perpendicular26

magnetic field. The larger gyroradii and lower collision27

frequency of particles at higher temperatures results in28

net momentum of carriers perpendicular to both the tem-29

perature gradient and the magnetic field, establishing an30

electric field. In plasmas, this is typically described us-31

ing classical transport theory by the thermal force act-32

ing on electrons as F⊥ ∝ −∇Te × B [2]. When the33

Nernst electric field has a non-zero curl, the net motion34

of charge carriers drives advection of the magnetic field35

as ∂B/∂t = ∇ × (vN × B), where the Nernst advec-36

tion velocity is given by vN ≈ 2φq/5neTe for a heat flow37

φq [3, 11]. That is, the magnetic field is transported38

down temperature gradients by heat flow as well as be-39

ing transported down pressure gradients by bulk plasma40

flow. This Nernst advection causes expulsion of the mag-41

netic field from a hot plasma without a corresponding42

change in the plasma density profile, a result which can-43

not be explained by common models using purely ideal44

or resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).45

In general, Nernst advection is the dominant means of46

magnetic field transport wherever the speed of the heat47

flow is faster than both the bulk motion and the rate of48

magnetic dissipation; previous experiments which mea-49

sured the Biermann battery in laser-solid interactions50

have shown that models of magnetised plasmas which51

neglect the Nernst effect fail during fast heating pro-52

cesses [12–16]. Furthermore, because heat flow depends53

on higher order moments of the velocity distribution, a54

Maxwellian approximation for heat flow is less accurate55

than for plasma density or current. As temperature gra-56

dients become steeper, even extended XMHD models for57

Nernst advection will fail. Under these non-local con-58

ditions, when the electron mean free path is no longer59

small compared to the length scale of the temperature60

gradient, neither the heat flow nor the Nernst velocity61

are proportional to the local electron temperature gradi-62

ent. While the effect of non-locality and magnetic fields63

upon the temperature profile has been explored before64

[17–19], non-local changes to the magnetic field have so65

far only been studied in kinetic simulations using Vlasov-66

Fokker-Planck (VFP) codes, which include the Nernst ef-67

fect implicitly [20, 21]. Nernst advection therefore makes68

an excellent laboratory to measure kinetic effects, where69

changes to the heat dynamics directly affect the magnetic70

field.71

We describe a laser-plasma experiment to measure the72

effect of heat flow on an applied magnetic field. Using73

laser-driven proton radiography [22] of an applied mag-74

netic field, we demonstrate that Nernst advection domi-75

nates changes to the magnetic field in underdense plas-76

mas on nanosecond timescales. Unlike previous exper-77

iments, we isolate Nernst advection and show that the78

magnetic field dynamics are decoupled from motion of79

the plasma.80

We focused a 1.5 ns duration heater beam through a81

nitrogen gas target, propagating anti-parallel to the 3T82

applied field as shown in Fig. 1. Laser intensities of83

1016 Wcm−2 were reached in a spot size of 19µm FWHM84
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over a Rayleigh length of ≈ 1mm. This produced an85

approximately cylindrically-symmetric plasma with elec-86

tron densities of 1018 − 1019 cm−3 over a scale length of87

∼ 100µm, with a temperature of around 700± 300 eV at88

the highest electron density, as estimated from the mea-89

sured thermoelectric field (see Supplementary Material90

for details). This gives a ratio between the cyclotron fre-91

quency ωc and the collision frequency 1/τe described by92

a Hall parameter around ωcτe ≈ 1 − 10. Under these93

conditions, the magnetic field and heat flow are strongly94

coupled, with the magnetic field restricting perpendicu-95

lar heat flow, but heat flow also affecting the magnetic96

field dynamics. The changes in the magnetic field are97

described by [5]:98

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (vB ×B) +∇×

(

1

µ0σ⊥

∇×B

)

+
∇Te ×∇ne

ene

,

(1)

where the first term describing advection is a combina-99

tion of the hydrodynamic motion and the Nernst advec-100

tion as vB = u− (1+ δc⊥)(J/ene)+vN, where under our101

magnetised conditions the Braginskii coefficient δc⊥ ∼ 0.1.102

This gives vB ≈ ve + vN [23], for electron motion ve.103

We estimate a sound speed on the scale of 105 m/s and104

a thermal diffusivity on the order of 104 m2/s, giving a105

thermal Péclet number of Pe ∼ 10−2. This makes heat106

conduction dominant over convection, indicating the im-107

portance of Nernst advection, while the Knudsen number108

λmfp,e/lT ≈ 1, showing the importance of non-locality.109

The Braginskii conductivity is around σ⊥ ∼ 107 S/m,110

giving a magnetic Reynolds number of ReM ∼ 100 and111

allowing us to neglect the magnetic diffusion and resis-112

tivity gradient flow described by the second term. The113

cylindrically-symmetric geometry is chosen such that the114

final Biermann term for generating magnetic fields is neg-115

ligible, with ∇Te ‖ ∇ne. Shots without an applied mag-116

netic field showed no magnetic field generation. Under117

our conditions the only possible contributions to changes118

in the magnetic field are therefore Nernst advection and119

hydrodynamic advection (‘frozen-in-flow’).120

The hydrodynamic advection was studied using opti-121

cal interferometry. The 1 ps-duration collimated probe122

beam passed transversely through the plasma column,123

with the interaction point re-imaged onto an Andor Neo124

camera after passing through a Mach-Zehnder interfer-125

ometer. The interferograms (examples shown in Fig. 2a.i)126

measure a plasma column much longer than it is wide,127

which was found to be largely symmetric by performing128

separate Abel inversions of the top and bottom halves of129

the data, before combining both halves to a symmetric130

map. The resulting density map and radial density pro-131

files are shown in Fig. 2a.ii-iii. The two laser shots were132

conducted under the same conditions, with the probe133

passing through the plasma at early and late times (0.4 ns134

and 1.1 ns).135
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FIG. 1. Experimental layout shown from above (left) and
from along the z-axis (right). The 1.5 ns-duration heater
beam (solid red) is focussed along the z-axis to a point 2mm
above the gas jet nozzle. A 1 ps-duration proton radiography
beam (solid red) is focussed onto a gold foil, producing a pro-
ton beam (grey dashed) which passes through the interaction
point along the x-axis, perpendicular to the heater beam, and
is deflected upwards by the applied magnetic field. The 1 ps-
duration collimated optical probe beam (translucent grey)
also passes through the interaction point in the x-y plane,
perpendicular to the heater beam.

The recovered density shown in the top panels of136

Fig. 2a.ii-iii demonstrates that 0.4 ns after the start of137

the heater beam, a plasma column has been formed with138

a diameter of around 300µm over a length of slightly139

under 2mm longitudinally, with a peak density around140

1019 cm−3. At these relatively early times, the plasma141

is not yet fully ionized and the plasma column shows no142

sign of cavitation. As the heater beam continues to ion-143

ize more gas and the plasma expands, however, a density144

cavity forms inside the plasma column by 1.1 ns after the145

start of the heater beam, shown in the bottom panels.146

The magnetic field evolution was measured using pro-147

ton radiography performed using a broadband TNSA148

proton source [22]. Protons were generated by focussing149

a 1 ps duration laser pulse onto a 50µm thick gold foil us-150

ing an f/3 off-axis paraboloid. This proton beam passed151

from the foil, 20mm from the interaction point, trans-152

versely through the plasma column, before being mea-153

sured by a stack of Gafchromic EBT3 radiochromic film154

(RCF) 167mm after the interaction point, giving a mag-155

nification of 9.35. The proton intensity distribution mea-156

sured by radiographs, as shown in Fig. 2b.i, can therefore157

be used to reconstruct the magnetic fields through which158

the protons have passed [24, 25]. Shots taken without the159

applied magnetic field showed that the signal from elec-160

tric fields was much weaker than the signal from magnetic161

fields, with proton deflections below 0.1mrad, around an162

order of magnitude smaller than deflections when an ap-163

plied field was present.164

However, the proton beam in this experiment was de-165

flected by both the signal region within the plasma and166

also the constant applied magnetic field in a much larger167

region surrounding the plasma. This blurs out the ra-168

diographs and changes the symmetry of the signal. We169
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FIG. 2. a) Interferometry results measured 0.4 ns after the start of the heater beam (top panels) and 1.1 ns after (bottom). (i)
The raw interferogram measured on the camera is shown on the left, with fringe shifts showing the presence of a long plasma
column. (ii) From this interferogram we reconstruct a map of the plasma density, shown as a cross-section through the centre
of the column. (iii) The longitudinally averaged mean of the radial plasma density profile is shown to the right of this, with
the shaded region showing the standard deviation longitudinally. b) Radiography results measured at the same times. (i)
The raw radiograph is shown on the left, with darker regions showing a higher proton dose. (ii) The change in the magnetic
field reconstructed from the radiograph is shown as a cross-section through the centre of the plasma column, with (iii) the
longitudinally averaged mean and standard deviation of the radial magnetic field profile to the right.

therefore used a deconvolution algorithm to remove the170

effect of the background field, accounting for the finite171

energy absorption range of the RCF, the broadband pro-172

ton source, and the deflection in the background field,173

as described in ref. [26] (see Supplementary Material for174

more details), with a spatial resolution of around 50µm175

for 10MeV protons. The resulting monoenergetic radio-176

graphs were largely antisymmetric, allowing us to recover177

the magnetic fields separately from the thermoelectric178

field. The recovered change in the magnetic fields is179

shown in Fig. 2b.ii-iii, where on each of the two shots180

the proton beam was timed such that the 10.6MeV pro-181

tons most strongly absorbed in the third layer of the RCF182

stack passed through the plasma simultaneously with the183

optical probe to within the temporal resolution of 10s of184

ps.185

Shortly after the start of the heater beam, at 0.4 ns, a186

strong reduction in the magnetic field strength by −2T187

in the central region is already visible in the top panel188

of Fig. 2b.iii, despite no cavitation in the plasma den-189

sity. The applied magnetic field is advected to the edge190

of the plasma by heat flow, resulting in an increase in191

the magnetic field strength further off-axis, at a radius192

of around 350µm. The spatial size of the cavitation is193

fairly uniform over a length of around 2mm, with the194

field cavitated over the whole of the hot plasma. This195

decoupling of the magnetic field profile from the plasma196

flow is a clear signature of the Nernst effect; this is the197

first time this has been measured in experiment.198

The magnetic field and density profiles at these two199

different times are overlaid in Fig. 3a for comparison.200

The magnetic field is advected to the sheath plasma re-201

gion and within the hot plasma is reduced to less than a202

third of its original strength. Fig. 3a shows that Nernst203

advection is significantly faster than hydrodynamic mo-204

tion under these conditions. Heat flow drives cavitation205

in the magnetic field over a large region, before any cav-206

itation occurs in the plasma density, with pre-heating207

reaching out to r > 0.5mm. We can therefore estimate208

the Nernst velocity at 0.4 ns by measuring the radius of209

the peak magnetic field at different times, reconstructed210

from five different proton radiographs taken on the same211

shot (RCF layers 2-6, absorbing proton energies from212

7.6 − 18.3MeV). This gives a measured Nernst veloc-213

ity at these early times of (6± 2)× 105 m/s.214

The Nernst velocity gives an estimate for the heat flux215

as φq = 5neTevN/2, which can be compared to the free-216

streaming heat flux φfs = neTevth,e for a thermal velocity217

vth,e. Given that the electron thermal velocity at 700 eV218

is 1.6×107 m/s, we infer a heat flux at 0.4 ns at least one219

tenth of the free-streaming limit, showing the importance220

of correctly modelling the heat transport at these early221

times. Indeed, the Braginskii estimate for the heat flow,222

given the measured density and temperature profiles at223

0.4 ns, reaches 300TW/m2. This corresponds to a pre-224

dicted Nernst velocity of 4×105 m/s, consistent with the225

measured advection.226

However, the Nernst velocity falls as time goes on and227

the heat flow reduces, with the change in peak magnetic228

field position between 0.4 ns and 1.1 ns corresponding to229

an average advection velocity of just (2.7±1.0)×105 m/s.230

Measuring the half-width at half-maximum of the density231

profile at 1.1 ns gives an average bulk velocity of ≈ 3 ×232

105 m/s, which is comparable to the ion sound speed at233

700 eV. Whereas at early times magnetic field advection234

is dominated by hot electrons through the Nernst effect,235
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FIG. 3. (a) The reconstructed profiles of the magnetic field
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(left panels) and 1.1 ns (right) and normalised to a back-
ground magnetic field B0 = 3T and a fully-ionized density
ne0 = 2.4× 1019 cm−3. Both profiles are longitudinally aver-
aged over the central 1mm of plasma, with the shaded area
showing the standard deviation. (b) The magnetic field profile
predicted from one-dimensional simulations, showing an ideal
MHD model without the Nernst effect (dotted black line),
an XMHD model including the thermoelectric Nernst term
(dashed dark blue), and results from kinetic VFP simulations,
with Nernst advection included implicitly (solid purple).

at later times hydrodynamic motion on the timescale of236

ion motion becomes more important.237

Wemodel the plasma and magnetic field evolution with238

CTC [27]– an XMHD code which includes Nernst ad-239

vection with a flux-limited model of heat flow – and a240

kinetic VFP code, IMPACT [28], in a 1D planar geome-241

try, to see the effects of the Nernst term and of different242

treatments of heat transport. Both simulations began243

with a uniform fully-ionized Z = 7 plasma at a den-244

sity of ne0 = 2.4× 1019 cm−3 and modelled laser heating245

using a realistic temporal profile. Fig. 3b shows the pre-246

dictions from IMPACT and the predictions from CTC247

both with and without the Nernst term. The scale of248

magnetic cavitation cannot be explained without invok-249

ing the Nernst effect, as ideal MHD simulations with the250

Nernst term turned off (shown by the black dotted line)251

predict only slight and slow-moving cavitation which ap-252

proximately matches the density profile. Once the Nernst253

effect is included, however, the fluid and kinetic simula-254

tions (dashed and solid line respectively) closely agree255

and both capture the shape of the magnetic field pro-256

file at later times. The long tail in the magnetic field257

peak at 0.4 ns implies that the plasma was heated by ad-258

ditional processes beyond inverse bremsstrahlung over a259

much larger area than the initial laser spot, but as the260

plasma evolves the magnetic field profile shows the for-261
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mation of a steeper heat front.262

That the fluid and kinetic simulations agree so closely263

is surprising, as both simulations predict mean free paths264

on the order of 100µm, where the fluid model should265

break down. In the one-dimensional simulations shown266

here, however, the increase in the magnetic field at267

the edge of the hot plasma means the Hall parame-268

ter at the heat front reaches ωcτe ≈ 10 by 1.1 ns. In269

this regime the heat transport becomes limited by the270

electron gyroradius rather than by the mean free path,271

with the Nernst growth rate described by Sherlock and272

Bissell [29] changing from Ñτei ∼ (λmfp,e/lT )
2 ≈ 1 to273

Ñτei ∼ (rc/lT )
2 . 0.1. At early times the kinetic and274

fluid simulations predict different heat flows, but at later275

times the Nernst effect increasingly leads to a magnetic276

transport barrier which keeps the heat flow in a relatively277

local regime, even as the magnetic field inside the cavity278

falls to zero.279

To further explore this effect, laser shots were taken280

at three different gas jet backing pressures. The result-281

ing magnetic field profiles are shown in Fig. 4a, mea-282

sured 1.1 ns after the start of the heater beam. At lower283

densities the plasma is less collisional, with a lower rate284

of inverse bremsstrahlung heating resulting in a colder285

plasma. The mean free path predicted by simulations286

increases to 300µm at 1 bar while the maximum Hall pa-287

rameter increases to ωcτe ≈ 40. This means both that288

the speed of heat flow is lower at lower densities – lead-289

ing to slower magnetic advection and less cavitation as290

observed in the experiment – and also that the magnetic291

barrier further constrains the heat flow. In a strongly292

magnetised plasma we would expect the rate of heat flow293

to scale as vN ∝ τ−1
e ∝ neT

−1.5
e [23].294

We estimate how the Nernst advection rates change295

with density by measuring the position of the peak in296

the magnetic field at 1.1 ns in both the experiment and297

1D simulations without a flux-limiter; these results are298

shown in Fig. 4b. In all cases, the advection velocity299
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falls with decreasing density, with the simulations very300

closely reproducing the behaviour measured in experi-301

ment. Fitting the measured average advection velocities302

to a power law, however, gives a trend vB ∝ n0.30±0.03
e0 .303

Our simulations show that vB ∝ T 0.2
e in 1D and although304

the collision time is a factor of five higher at the lowest305

density, the advection velocity is only reduced by a fac-306

tor of two. The stronger magnetisation localises the heat307

flow, but the Nernst advection is still faster than for a308

strongly magnetised plasma, particularly at early times309

before the magnetic barrier grows large.310

In summary, we have made the first direct measure-311

ment of magnetic cavitation driven by heat flow rather312

than by bulk motion in the plasma. This magnetic313

cavitation is particularly relevant for experiments into314

magnetic reconnection – where rapid heating means that315

magnetic transport is often Nernst-dominated – and316

for inertial confinement fusion, where applied or self-317

generated magnetic fields have been shown to increase318

temperatures in the hot-spot and mitigate instability319

growth [18, 30, 31]. As described in refs. [6, 32], the320

expulsion of magnetic fields from the hottest regions of321

the plasma will increase the field strengths required for322

magnetised inertial confinement fusion techniques. We323

have shown that models without the Nernst term result324

in a spuriously high magnetic field within the plasma,325

and that under our moderately magnetized conditions326

XMHD models agree surprisingly well with kinetic simu-327

lations despite long mean free paths; the heat flow at the328

edge of the hot plasma remains relatively local due to329

the increase in the magnetic field outside the hot plasma.330
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